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Abstract

The analytic solutions to the Grad-Shafranov equation are

obtained for a prolate and an oblate spheroidal plasma by using

Hill's vortex model. Effects of a toroidal magnetic field B^

on the MHD equilibrium configurations are investigated by using

these analytic solutions. When By is larger than that of the

force-free configuration, the spheroidal plasmas in a vacuum

magnetic field are shown to be unable in the MHD equilibrium.

The several physical quantities on the equilibrium configuration

are evaluated. The spheromak plasma is proved to be unstable

2 2if dp/di/ĵ O and d V/d<|> > 0 on the magnetic axis. Here p is the

pressure and V(ip) the volume surrounded by a magnetic surface

of i))=const. The equilibrium configurations of the spheroidal

plasmas by using Hill's vortex model are shown to satisfy the

above conditions, i.e., to be unstable.
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§1. Introduction

Recently the compact toroid has attracted great attention

as an alternative to the tokamak. It has many advantages as a

reactor over the tokamak. The most superior point is compactness

due to the absence of external toroidal coils and of the toroidal

vessel.

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium configurations of

the compact toroids have been investigated by many authors.

By using Hill's vortex model, Kaneko, Chiyoda and Hirota '

determined the MHD equilibrium configurations of a prolate and an

oblate spheroidal plasmas on the assumption of no toroidal mag-

netic field B(p. The first purpose of the present paper is to

investigate the effects of By? on the equilibrium configurations

of the spheroidal plasmas. The second purpose is to study their

stability.

The equilibrium configurations of the spheroidal plasmas

in the vacuum magnetic field are determined in the next section.

The physical quantities on the equilibrium configuration are

evaluated in §3. The magnetohydrodynamic stability is investi-

gated by using the stability criterion for axially symmetric

perturbations (for the fixed boundary) and by using the Mercier

criterion in §4. Conclusions and Discussions are presented

in §5. In Appendix, the Grad-Shafranov equation in a general

coordinate system is derived by using the variational method.

The MKS units with P(-,=l are used throughout this paper,

where yQ is the permeability of vacuum.
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§2. Equilibrium Configaration of Spheroidal Plasma in Vacuum

Magnetic Field

In the previous papers, the MHD equilibrium config-

urations of spheroidal plasmas in vacuum magnetic fields are

analytically determined on the assumptions, Rp=0 and dp/d</> =

constant; p is the kinetic pressure and ty the magnetic flux

function. The purpose of this section is to investigate the

effects of B(a on the equilibrium configuration.

We first consider the MHD equilibrium configuration of a

prolate spheroidal plasma (Prolemak). Let us take the symmetry

axis of the plasma as z axis and use the prolate spheroidal coor-

dinates (C/i,y) defined by

x = r cosy , y = r siny , z = c cosh? cosn , (1)

(0_<C<o° , 0 <_T) <_TT , and 0 ĵ  <p < 2TT)

where r=csinh£sinn, and 2c is the distance between the two foci.

We assume the plasma surface is represented by a spheroidal

surface, C=CQ- The semimajor and the semiminor axes are denoted

by b (=ccosh£;0) and a (=csinh£Q), respectively.

The magnetic field B is given by

B = i (Vi|< x ey + I ey ) ,

where ey is the unit vector in the f direction and X is the

toroidal magnetic field function.

We use the following assumptions,

P = ai(i , (2)
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I2 = 4 1 " 2 ' <3)

where a" and h are positive constants. We call the above assump-

tions as Hill's vortex model. On these assupmtions, the

Grad-Shafranov equation is expressed as

5 iff-
3n2

>i O O O o

= - a c sinh gsin n(cosh E. - cos n) . (4)

A derivation of this equation is shown in Appendix of this paper.

We can solve eq.(4) by a similar method used in the previous

3 4)papers. ' The solution satisfying the condition i//(£ -, n)=0

is given by

4 ac4 «•• d0<hl1)l>
^ ^ ^ sinhCn sinhS sinn I — i Slp(h,cosn)
3 hl ° 1=1 1,1

je,t(h,cosh?)

Here S-j(h,x) and je,»(h/X) are the angular and the radial sphe-

roidal wave functions ' ; \ ~eans the summation over odd
1=1

integer i.; d (h|lit) is an expansion coefficient of

su(h,x) = l'dn(h|U)pJ+1(x) ,
n

where p n +i<
x) ^s t n e associated Legendre function, and J means

n

the summation over n=0, 2, 4, ... if i-1 is even and the summa-

tion over n=l, 3, 5, ... if £-1 is odd; Â^ . = /f1{ S.Q (h,x) }
2dx.
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Since p=0 and Btp=O in the vacuum region, the flux function

<|i . satisfies the homogeneous differential equation obtained

by a~=0 and h=0 in eq.(4). The solution of this equation satisfy-

ing the pressure balance on the plasma-vacuum interface is given

by

4 i"c4 2 r1 F£ ( h' C0 )

(cosh?)QJ(cosh?Q)

(6)

where

je' (h,cosh50)

We can obtain the equilibrium configuration of an oblate

spheroidal plasma (Oblimak) by applying the well known transfor-

mation '

•* i cosh £, coshC •* isinh?, c-»--ic, and h •+ -ih (7)

to eqs.(5) and (6). Results are given by
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4 ac4
 P« d (-ih|Ul)

? — ^ coshCn coshC sinn I S. 0 (-ih, cosn)
J li ° 4=1 A* , ll

je.
lj
jeu(-ih,isinh§0)

4 ac 4 2 <-' F2. (~ i h' ?0 )

S£ cosh^5coshC sinn I usinn I

i sinh CQ) ] , (9)

where

,1

Pa(-ih#50) = I -^r- 2- dQ(-ih|lk)dJl_1(-ih|lk) ,

and

, (-ih,isinh?n)

The above results, eqs.(5) and (6) for Prolemak, and eqs.(8)

and (9) for Oblimak agree with the previous ones,3'4' when we

take the limit h + 0, i.e., in the limit of Bu,-*0.
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The contours on which inconstant are computed by using

the expressions (5), (6), (8) and (9). Results for Prolemak

and for Oblimak are shown in Fig.l and in Fig.2, respectively.

We see from these figures the magnetic field configurations

outside plasnas change appreciably with the strength of the

toroidal magnetic field.

Suppose h is increased from zero, a force-free configuration

appears at the first root H of the equation je,,(h,cosh^Q)=0 for

Prolemak or je,,(-ih,isinh£Q)=0 for Oblimak. The value of H/e

I 2 2as a function of eccentricity e (=vb -a /b) is tabulated in

Table I. Let us assume rji takes a positive value i|/_. on the

magnetic axis. When h is larger than H, \p is negative in some

regions in the plasma. Since p should be positive in the whole

plasma region, the assumption (2) must be changed to p=p_+a"if;.

Hence p does not vanish on the plasma surface. Then the plasma

can not be in MHD equilibrium, since the magnetic pressure in

the vacuum region vanishes on the symmetric axis.

The analytic solutions (5) and (8) inside the plasma satisfy

the boundary condition I/J=0 on the plasma surfaces. Therefore,

they are also the solutions to the Grad-Shafranov equations with

the fixed-boundary conditions. In other words, eq.(5) or (8)

represents also the MHD equilibrium configuration of the plasma

confined in a prolate or an oblate spheroidal flux conserver.

§3. Physical Quantities on MHD Equilibrium Configuration

Let us consider four important quantities on the equilibrium

configuration. The first is the average beta ratio <0> defined
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by

<P> = |pdV/[{p+ (B2/2)}dV . (10)

Here B=|B|, and the integrations are carried out over the whole
v

plasma region. When p is proportional to ty (7 is a positive

number) and By is absent, the value of <3> is given by

<3> = 2/(y+2) . (11)

This can be proved by the same method used in refs.16) and 17).

It should be noted here that the above value is independent of

the shape of the plasma. Since we have assumed p is given by

eq.(2), <6> is 2/3 in the absence of By. The graphs of <3> as

functions of h/e are depicted in Fig.3 for Prolemak and Oblimax.

When BM*:0, the values of <3> depend on the shape of the plasma

and vanish on the force-free values tabulated in Table 1.

The second is the safety factor q(tjj). As is well known, it

plays an important role in the stability theory of the plasma,

and is defined by 1 8 / 1 9 )

Here B is the poloidal magnetic field and the integration is

carried out along the contour on which both ifi and tp are con-

stants. By expanding ip(?,n) near the magnetic axis, we can

derive the expression for q(<l' •_) on the magnetic axis. For

Prolemak, 1>axis = <l>lZm> V 2 ) and
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cosh E

*a*i. " ''•axis' = h

where

3C

and V(E,n)=^(?/n)/^ • • For Oblimak, the coordinates of the
3X1S

magnetic axis are (£ , TT/2 ) or (0,nm) according as it being out-

side or inside of the focus of the spheroid. Therefore, q_-_
is given by

qaxis

sinh E
for r > cr ^ -t- , for r

cosh5m ^

for r < c

2
where, ci=—l-(0,n )' "3=^—l-(0,n ), and r is the distance of the

dC m 9n^ m

magnetic axis from the origin. The computed values of q . for
a XIS

Prolemak and Oblimak are depicted in Fig.4. The graphs of

are shown in Pig.5 for the case of b/a=2.0.

The third is the shear 0(i/i) of the magnetic field. It is

proportional to dq/dij; and is defined by

^ d
q d* •

The graphs of 0 are given in Fig.6. We see from this figure that

0 of Oblimak is larger than that of Prolemak. In other worda,
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Oblimak is preferable to Prolemak from the standpoint of stabili-

ty. This result agrees with that of ref.2).

The fourth is the magnetic well, where the field strength

takes a minimum. The magnetic well or the average minimum-B

plays an important role in the stability of interchange modes.

Yeh and Morikawa showed that there is a magnetic well for a

spherical plasma. Let us investigate how the magnetic well

varies with the shape of the plasma. For this purpose, we evalu-

ate B = /B + BU, and depict contours on which B=const. in Figs. 7

and 8. Figure 7 shows the contours for Prolemak with b/a=2.0.

When the toroidal magnetic field By is weak, a shallow magnetic

well exists (see Fig.7 (a)). However, the well becomes shallower

and the saddle point moves to r axis when we make B« stronger

(see Fig,7 (b) and (c)). Figure 8 shows the contours for Oblimak

with b/a=2.0. Unlike Prolemak, a deep magnetic well exists in

case of weak Bu,. When B<p becomes strong, the well moves to the

periphery of i_I;o plasma. This result again suggests that Oblimak

seems better than Prolemak with respect to stability. As is well
,2

known, • Y is a characteristic of the average minimum-B. Here
dijj

V(i|i) is the volume surrounded by a magnetic surface of <JJ =

2 2constant. When d V/d^ <0, we call the magnetic configuration

has the average minimum-B. The calculated values of dv/dijj are

shown in Fig.9. By the similar method used for q . , we can
axxs

derive the following expressions for dV/diJJ on the magnetic axis:

. _ dV
> axis = d

3.X IS
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for Prolemak, and

— )
dip ax is

2 3 2
4TT C coshC sinh £

.23. 2
4TT C sinn cos n

£ = , (r < c)
i / „ HI

for Oblimak. We see from Fig.9 d V/dty is always positive and

may conclude that Oblimak has the magnetic well but has no aver-

age minimum-B.

When B»,=0, V(iJ/) for Hill's vortex model was calculated

analytically by several authors. ' ' Using the analytical

expression, Chiyoda and Hirota showed d V/dij; > 0 for the

spheroidal plasma with Bq>=0.

§4. Magnetohydrodynamic Stability

Let us investigate the MHD stability of the equilibrium

configurations obtained in §2. As stated in §2, the solution (5)

or (8) represents the equilibrium configuration of the plasma

confined in a spheroidal flux conserver. First we apply the

stability criterion for axially symmetric perturbations to this

fixed1-boundary plasma. For Hill's vortex model, this criterion

gives the following conclusion. The spheroidal plasma is stable

for axially symmetric perturbations if Ba, is weaker than that of

the force-free configuration, i.e., h<H.

Next we apply the Mercier criterion. Since this is the

stability criterion for localized perturbations, this gives a
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necessary condition for the MHD stability of a toroidal plasma.

The Mercier criterion for the axially symmetric configuration is

expressed as follows: The inequality

dU dU dU . d2V

f } > 0 (14)

must hold on every rational surface. Here

dV
dip

dU
di//

= - 2ir

- 2T<L —pi
T r V

Q1 = - 2?r

Q 2 = - 2ir

Q 3 = - 2TT

| 7^ |
dJl

(15)

(16)

(17)

The first term of the left-hand side of eq.(14) is proportional

to (dq/d0) and, therefore, represents the shear stabilization.

When dp/d<|J=0 on a magnetic surface except the magnetic axis, the

Mercier criterion (14) is fulfilled there. So we assume dp/dij;

does not vanish and is positive. By using Schwarz1 inequality,
2

we can easily prove that QpQo-Qt >0. Hence, the last term, which
2

is proportional to (dp/dtj/) , is negative. As is well known,

dg/dijj > 0 for the spheromak plasma, and, therefore, we get
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IQ, g-r (I g-j-) j>0. The second term, which is proportional to

2 2dp/drjj, is also negative if d V/di|/ ^0.

The flux function I|J - ip . is proportional to p near the
axis

magnetic axis, where p is the distance from the axis. By using

this fact, we easily show that Q, , Q_ and Q, are of the order rl

l/V(i(O near the magnetic axis. This means the first term, the

only positive term, is negligibly small there. Therefore, the

Mercier criterion does not hold near the magnetic axis, if
2 2

dp/d^O and d V/di/; _> 0 there. It must be noted here that we have

used only dq/dij> _> 0 in the above discussion. Hence we can con-

clude that the spheromak plasma is unstable for perturbations
2 2localized near the magnetic axis, if dp/di/)%0 and d V/difj > 0 on

the axis.

2 2As stated above, d V/dî  is always positive and dp/di/ĵ O for

our Hill's vortex model. Therefore, the equilibrium configu-

rations (5) and (8) are unstable. It should be noted here that

this result holds not only on fixed-boundary plasmas but also on

free-boundary plasmas.

When dp/di// « 0 near the magnetic axis, we need more careful

investigations.

§5. Conclusions and Discussions

We have solved analytically the Grad-Shafranov equation by

using Hill's vortex model and have determined the MHD equilibrium

configuration of the spheroidal plasma. By using this solution,

we obtain the following conclusions. 1) The magnetic-field

configuration of the spheroidal plasma is considerably different
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from that of spherical plasma, Main difference is the appearance

of cusp configuration, i.e., the two point cusp for Prolemak (see

Fig.l) and the line cusp for OLlimak (see Fig.2), 2) The root

H, at which the equilibrium configuration becomes force-free,

depends on the shape of the plasma, i.e., on the eccentricity e

(see Table I). When h is larger than H, the plasma can not be in

the MHD equilibrium. 3) The average beta ratio <g> defined by

eq.(10) is shown to be a decreasing function of By (see Fig.3).

It vanishes at the force-free value. When Bcp=O, <$> is 2/3 and

is independent of the shape of the plasma. When Bm\0, the value

of <6> depends on the shape of the plasma. 4) The safety factor

q(i(0 defined by eq.(12) takes a maximum value on the magnetic

axis, and decreases monotonically with t/i (see Fig.5). 5) The

magnetic field of Oblimak is shown to have a larger shear than

that of Prolemak. 6) The contours on which B=const. are evalu-

ated (see Figs.7 and 8). For Prolemak, a shallow magnetic well

exists only when Ba> is weak. On the contrary, a deep magnetic

well exists for Oblimak when Bg> is weak. Therefore, this result

and that of the shear suggest that Oblimak is better than

Prolemak with respect to stability. 9) The derivative dv/dij> is

2 2evaluated (see Fig. 9) and d V/dty is shown to be positive for

both Prolemak and Oblimak. This means they do not have average

minimum-B.

A stability criterion on the spheromak plasmas is derived

by use of the Mercier criterion. The spheromak plasma is shown

to be unstable for the localized perturbations near the magnetic

axis when both dp/di|> * 0 and d2V/di|/2 j> 0 hold there. This
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criterion is useful to investigate the MHD stability of the

spheromak plasma.

By applying the stability criterions derived above, we see

the equilibrium configurations (5) and (8) are unstable for the

localized perturbations near the magnetic axis. This result

holds not only on fixed-boundary plasmas but also on free-

boundary plasmas. Though the equilibrium configurations obtained

in this paper are unstable, the exact or analytic solution has

many advantages. For instances, we can deduce or calculate

MHD properties of the plasma by using the analytical solution.

It can also be used to check computer programs to solve the

Grad-Shafranov equation with general assumptions on p(ij>) and
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Appendix

The Grad-Shafranov equation in the cylindrical coordinates

(z,r,<p) is written as

+ r

3r2 r dr J? d* 2 W ' ( ]

As is easily shown, this is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the

functional

f|{(||)2+ (||)2-I2(0)}-2rp(i|»)]dzdr , (A.2)

where S is the region in which the plasma exists. By using

23 )the covariant property of the Euler-Lagrange equation, we

can derive the Grad-Shafranov equation in another coordinate

system. Let us consider a variable transformation, z=z(£,,£_)/

r=r(£,,£-)' w n e r e (Ci/Cp) "'"s a n e w coordinate system. Here

we need not assume that the system (£,,£_) is orthogonal one.

The functional (A.2) is represented in terms of the new coordi-

nates as,

(A.3)

ik
Here g is defined by

-3F T

and J is the Jacobian of the above transformation, i.e.,
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J - <detJ - (det

and

3z 3z , 3r 3r

There is a relation

between two tensors g.. and g .

By using the covariant property of the Euler-Lagrange equa-

tion, we obtain the Grad-Shafranov equation in the new coordinate

system as follows:

1 —.,. 1 3 (z,r) _ _1_ rr 9 (z,i>) -r 3 (<l> ,r) •>-L
rJ 3

1 dl2

where

A =

The above derivation of the Grad-Shafranov equation in the

general coordinate system may be simplest, because we have to

transform only the first derivatives.

When we take the relation (1) as the transformation (£,=£,

C,=n)f the eq.(A.4) reduces to eq.(4). The Grad-Shafranov equa-

tion (A.4) plays also important role in another problem.
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Figure Caption

Fig.l. Equilibrium configurations of Prolemak. The contours

represent the magnetic surfaces. Numerals beside the

contours are values of /̂ll* ,-„• (a) h/e=1.0, and
dXlS

(b) h/e=5.5.

Fig.2. Equilibrium configurations of Oblimak. The contours

represent the magnetic surfaces. Numerals beside the

contours are values of (//* v. . (a) h/e=1.0, and

(b) h/e=4.0.

Fig.3. The average beta ratio <8>. (a) Prolemak and

(b) Oblimak.

A: e=0.2, B: e=0.4, C: e=0.6, and D: e=0.8 for

both Prolemak and Oblimak.

Fig.4. The safety factor on the magnetic axis, q__,._.

(a) Prolemak and (b) Oblimak. A: b/a=2.0, B: b/a=1.5,

and C: b/a=l.l for both Prolemak and Oblimak.

Fig.5. The safety factor q(<|0 • (a) Prolemak and (b) Oblimak.

A: h/e=1.0, B: h/e=2.5, C: h/e=4.0, D: h/e=5.5,

and b/a=2.0 for both Prolemak and Oblimak.

Fig.6. The shear of the magnetic field Q(ty) . A: h/e=5.5,

B: h/e=4.0, and C: h/e=2.5 for Oblimak with b/a=2.0.

D: h/e=2.5, E: h/e=4.0, and F: h/e=5.5 for Prolemak

with b/a=2,0.

Fig.7. Countours (solid lines) on which B=const. for Prolemak

with b/a=2.0. Dotted lines are contours on which

ip=const. (a) h=0.5, (b) h=2.0, and (c) h=4.0.
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Fig.8. Contours (solid lines) on which B=const. for Oblimak

with b/a=2.0. Dotted lines are contours on which

f=const. (a) h=1.0, (b) h=2.0, (c) h=3.0, and (d) h=4.0.

Fig.9. Curves of dV/di|>. A: h/e=1.0, B: h/e=4.0, and

C: h/e=5.5 for Oblimak with b/a=2.0. D: h/e=1.0,

E: h/e=4.0, and F: h/e=5.5 for Prolemak with b/a=2.0.
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Table I. Force free value H/e

Prolemak Oblimak

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

4.493409

4.511753

4.567760

4.643718

4.823129

5.055333

5.405879

5.962705

6.961597

9.337692

4.493409

4.497765

4.512060

4.537495

4.577541

4.638757

4.734457

4.893468

5.198610

5.996610
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